IN DE V ELOPMENT
The Developer's Perspective S y s t e m s d e v e l o p m e n t remains one of the most potent ia lly rewa rd ing professions, directly or indirectly relating to many of the top careers in Money/PayScale. com's annual rating of the best jobs in America (http://money.cnn.com/ magazines/moneymag/bestjobs). In 2009, systems engineer was ranked number one, followed by IT project manager (5), software developer (12), software product manager (16), and IT business analyst (17). In 2010, software architect topped the list, followed by database administrator (7), information security engineer (17), software engineering/development director (18), and information technology manager (20) .
As the economy continues to recover, recruiting top talent in technical corridors such as Silicon Valley, Boston, and Northern Virginia has become extremely competitive. A recent New York Times article quoted one young developer as saying that "recruiting in Silicon Valley is more competitive and intense and furious than college football recruiting of high school athletes" (C.C. Miller and J. Wortham, "Silicon Valley Hiring Perks: Meals, iPads and a Cubicle for Spot," 25 Mar. 2011). Companies are going beyond the usual high salaries, stock options, and lifestyle perks to offer more strategic enticements like providing assistance to acquire venture capital for new start-ups, even start-ups that might someday be competitors.
Despite this apparent demand for engineering talent, interest in technical careers in the US has sharply declined in recent years. Many of our most promising young people are choosing medicine, law, finance-in fact, just about anything other than engineering or computer science.
The problem has become so pronounced that President Obama made it the centerpiece of his 2011 State of the Union address. He argued that to "win the future" we must re-create the conditions for technical innovation in the US, a traditional strength that has been challenged by global competition in the past few years. While other countries produce more talented engineers and entrepreneurs, the US share is dropping precipitously.
What is driving young people in the US to other professions? And why are so many elsewhere in the world becoming engineers?
A PERFECT STORM
When I ask engineering friends from the 1990s tech boom generation why they became interested in technology, many cite Tracy Kidder's The Soul of a New Machine (Little, Brown and Company, 1981) as being formative in their career choices. In addition to being the winner of the 1982 Pulitzer Prize, it's also a collection of wonderful engineering war stories.
The book chronicles the development of a new minicomputer at Data General in the 1970s. The characters were compelling and had their own unique perspectives, and the projects they undertook along the way were complex and challenging. Descriptions of the various parts of the computer itself captivated budding engineers by offering visions of the technology they might someday help to develop. The failures in the book were also interesting, showing how professionals did their work even when things didn't go exactly right.
In his introduction to the book, Kidder related a parable about a ship caught in a summer squall that threatened to capsize it. Like any good sea story, at the center of it was a hero, Tom West, a volunteer crew member who seemed to enjoy the Christopher L. Huntley
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weather and get more cheerful as the boat got whipped around by the rising storm. By storm's end, West was at the helm while the captain rested in the cabin. West hadn't slept for four days. When discussing the adventure back in port, he explained his ability to stay focused and energized by saying, "I build computers."
Imagine the impact this story had on young engineers, including myself, who were just starting to plan their working lives. Building computers was the kind of work that made you resourceful, productive, and powerful.
Another book published a generation later at the height of the late 1990s tech boom, The New New Thing: A Silicon Valley Story by Michael Lewis (Penguin, 2001) , also proved to be a page-turner among enterprising young engineers. This time, however, the engineer at the center of the book, Jim Clark, was more intent on building companies than building great technology.
Clark's measure of success wasn't a superior product but the billions he made before the game was over. It's telling that he also worked on a boat and had troubles at sea. However, Clark had one of the largest yachts in the world, and his strategy for coping with bad weather was to use his enormous wealth to get the best technology (and engineers) that money could buy. While Lewis's story was certainly entertaining, it didn't speak to aspiring engineers in the way that Kidder's book did. Business had supplanted engineering as the focus. After reading the book, young people were more likely to want to be entrepreneurs than engineers.
If we are to continue to attract new talent to systems development, we need to recapture some of the magic of The Soul of a New Machine. The stories we seek need not be Pulitzer Prize-winning novels. In fact, given the nature of media these days, provocative blog-style commentaries and interviews with people doing interesting work may be preferable anyway.
ELEMENTS OF A GOOD TECH STORY
People
First and foremost, the story must capture more than just the technical and logistical details of project X. Stereotypes aside, engineering is an inherently human activity that serves the needs of people using technology.
Whenever I read an article about a programmers' group meeting somewhere, I always enjoy the photos of attendees gathered around a table to participate in a friendly discussion. I imagine the stories they must be telling and what I could take from them. While I don't necessarily want to know details of their personal lives, I like reading about their work and future plans.
I likewise enjoy watching developers interact with users, whether through the bug database or, even better, through video of user experience tests to see how people react to new problems and opportunities. I can't help but think through these problems on my own, and seeing others work out solutions is both interesting and instructive.
Projects
Ask developers about their work, and they will invariably describe multiple projects in varying states of maturity. Nobody seems to work on just one thing; there are always at least three others in the hopper, some official and some personal.
Interesting projects run the gamut from rough concepts and theories yet to be teased out, to products under active development, to consulting work on other people's efforts. All of these can be compelling, provided the account goes beyond deadlines and status reports. After all, a story is more than just a plotline.
Problems
Every epic tale has some sort of conflict or other dynamic element that guides and embellishes the narrative. Without it there aren't any heroes or villains, no story arc to follow from beginning to end. Developer stories are no different.
Sometimes the problems belong to the clients, who often don't even recognize a problem until it's "miraculously" solved for them. Other times the problems involve design of the product itself, with the developer puzzling over how to meet a given requirement with the technology at hand. Still other times the problem is how the project team interacts with management or perhaps one another: How do you get X people to be productive and sufficiently motivated to complete the project? How do you explain to management that a requirement is infeasible or even counter-productive despite it showing up on a competing product's feature list?
Products
Toolies love their products. When I first stumbled upon open source software directories like Freshmeat or SourceForge years ago, I remember spending days browsing through the various projects to see what everyone was working on. I loved it that there might actually be five or more different ways to collect e-mail from my disparate accounts or that I could choose from among seven or eight different text editors. Even the operAsk developers about their work, and they will invariably describe multiple projects in varying states of maturity.
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times possible to adopt a more agile/ iterative approach as long as the overall project risk was reduced.
This heavy-to-agile progression itself makes a good story, as I learned from Robert C. Martin at one of his professional seminars a decade ago. Martin had a room full of engineers enraptured as he talked about how programmers in the old days would construct a plausible project plan instead of an accurate one that would account for the inevitable dead ends and disasters that could delay development by weeks or more. He also described the pressures to get the plan "right" even when the engineers knew that any plan was fiction. The punch line of the story, of course, was the Agile Manifesto (http://agilemanifesto.org), which has colored so much of the systems development discussion over the past 10 years. Martin got our attention by telling us a good story and then used it to make us better engineers. We need more of that.
T his new bimonthly Computer column will include stories, commentaries, and interviews that are of particular interest to developers. Whenever possible, it will provide firsthand accounts, in the engineer's own words.
As column editor, I intend to seek out interesting blogs, podcasts, and other sources for material, but I also encourage developers to provide feedback and contribute a good story or two. After all, who doesn't enjoy a good tech story? It's from this sort of independent learning process and the sharing of black arts that all methodology, good or bad, derives. Consider, for example, the progression from the waterfall models of 40 years ago to today's agile/lean development practices.
When early developers were asked to deliver software on schedule, they found that having a plan was useful and that it was usually easier to explain the plan to management if it involved a fixed set of steps or stages to track progress. After struggling to make this work for several decades, developers discovered it was someating system wars were interesting, although I found myself on both sides of the battle lines.
From a developer's perspective, there are probably two kinds of products that tell a good story. The first is a product that solves a challenging problem. These sorts of products are more of general interest, although sometimes analysis of the problem can be engaging and instructive. The second and more compelling kind of product is one that solves a problem the developer currently has or expects to have in the near future. 
